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Q uenti Lam bardillion A C o lu m n
o n M id d le -e a r th L in g u is tic s
P a u l N o la n H yd e
In Mythlore 34, we considered three passages given in
Gandalf's dialect of Sindarin; his two invocations of fire and
his command to the West-gate of Moria. This latter, by the
way. I translate as: ‘'West-gate, elf-way, open! This I said.
Entry door of the host of the Dwarf-people, listen to the word
I voiced! " 1 realize that it sounds better in Sindarin. For
this issue we have chosen four short passages in Quenya to
introduce some of the basic differences between the two elven
tongues: Aragorn’s Discovery of the White Sapling, Hurin’s
C'ry at Nirnaeth Arnoediad, The Response to Fingon, and
Frodo's Greeting to Gildor. Using these short pieces will not
provide a basis for a definitive grammar, but dealing with the
individual morphological elements is easier if the passage is
small. In future issues of Mythlore, we will have the oppor
tunity to consider 4he linguistic details of Quenya and Sindarin
to a greater extent.
After the final battle that ended the Third Age of Middleearth. Aragorn despairs for the Tree in the Court of the
Fountain (the symbol of the life-line of the Kings of Condor)
which stands withered and barren.
Turn your face from the green world, and
look where all seem barren and cold’ said
Gandalf.
Then Aragorn turned, and there was a stony
slope behind him running down from the skirts
of the snow: and as he looked he was aware that
there alone in the waste a growing thing stood.
And he climbed to it, and saw that out of the
very edge of the snow there sprang a sapling tree
no more than three foot high. Already it had put
forth young leaves long and shapely, dark above
and silver beneath, and upon its slender crown
it bore one small cluster of flowers whose white
petals shone like the sunlit snow.
Then Aragorn cried: ‘Ye! utuvienyes! I have
found it! Lo, there is a scion of the Eldest of
Trees! ’ (III, 249-50).
Behold
1
ye
(past)
5
e

(1st

just
2
u

found
3
tuv

per.sing.pron.)
6
nye

(3rd

(perf.)
4
i
per.sing.pron.)
7
s

Three of the elements derive from the computer glossary:
#1 is glossed as “behold” or “Lo”; # 3 is “find”; and # 6 is the
personal pronoun "I". Although it is not possible at this point
to be definitive based on the limited corpus of this particular
translation, comparison with the other Quenya material reveals

that: # 4 is the marker for the perfect aspect; # 5 indicates
the preterite tense; # 2 is a temporal prefix indicating the im
mediacy of a completed action; and # 7 is a shortened form of
the third person singular neuter pronoun. A close translation
could then be, “Look! I have just now found it! ”
In The Silmarillion account of the ruinous Fifth Battle of
the Wars of Beleriand, the hosts of Angband swarm against
the army of Hurin.
Last of all Hurin stood alone. Then he cast
aside his shield, and wielded an axe two-handed;
and it is sung that the axe smoked in the black
blood of the troll-guard of Gothmog until it
withered, and each time that he slew Hurin cried:
‘Aure entuluva! Day shall come again! ’ Seventy
times he uttered that cry; but they took him at
last alive, by the command of Morgoth, for the
ores grappled with their hands, which clung to
him still though he hewed off their arms; and
even their numbers were renewed, until at last he
fell buried beneath them. Then Gothmog bound
him and dragged him to Angband with mockery.
(S, p. 195)
day again come (future)
3
4
2
1
uva
en
tul
aure
All four elements are located in the glossary: # 3 as the root
or stem, “come”; # 4 as the future tense marker, “shall”; # 2 as
another temporal quantifier, “again”; and #1 as “day-light”.
An interesting aspect of # 1 is that “au(t)”, means “pass” and
“ure” means “heat” so what Tolkien glosses as “day-light”
etymologically means “passing heat”, referring to the circuit
of the sun.
What is learned from these first translations is that the
verbs are agglutinating, that is, elements are prefixed or
suffixed on to a base verbal stem. In these two translations,
the temporal quantifiers are prefixed and aspect, tense, and
personal pronouns are suffixed, in that order. In Hurin’s cry
there are no suffixed pronouns required because the subject of
the verb is given, the head noun “aure”.
Earlier in the same battle referred to above, a momentary
breath of hope came upon the army of Fingon as they camped
before Thanorodrim.
But now a cry went up, passing up the wind
from the south from vale to vale, and Elves
and Men lifted their voices in wonder and joy.
For unsummoned and unlooked for Turgon had
opened the leaguer of Gondolin, and was come
with an army of ten thousand strong, with bright
mail and long swords and spears like a forest.
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Then when Fingon heard afar the great trum
pet of Turgon his brother, the shadow passed
and his heart was uplifted, and he shouted
aloud: ‘Utulie'n aure! Aira Eldalie ar Atanatari,
utnlic'n a urc! Day has come! Behold, people
of the Eldar and Fathers of Men, the day has
come! ’ And all those who heard his great voice
answered crying: ‘A uta i lome! The night is
passing! ’ (S, p. 190)
pass
1
aut

(pres.sing.)
2
a

the
3
i

night
4
lome

As was mentioned above, #1 is glossed as “pass”. # 2 is
the marker for the present tense which can be translated as the
simple present, (“passes” ) or as the progressive (“is passing”).
#3, the definite article, is necessary in this case because the
head noun follows the verb instead of preceding it. (“Lome
auta" would be another acceptable form, but note the absence
of the article.); # 4 is glossed not only as “night”, but also
as "darkness”, “shadow”, "gloom”, “dusk”, and, interestingly
enough, “echo”. Although we will not pursue it in this issue,
the existence and use of polysemous (multiple meanings) words
in Quenya is a fascinating topic.
The last short piece of Quenya is Frodo’s greeting to Gildor
the Elf while the hobbits were making their way to Buckland
through Woody End by Woodhall. When Pippin asked about
the Black Riders and told of the close brush that they had
experienced with one, the Elves quieted.
The Elves did not answer at once, but spoke
together softly in their own tongue. At length
Gildor turned to the hobbits. ‘We will not speak
of this here,’ he said. ‘We think you had best
come now with us. It is not our custom, but for
this time we will take you on our road, and you
shall lodge with us tonight, if you will.’
'Oh Fair Folk! This is good fortune beyond
my hope,’ said Pippin. Sam was speechless. ‘I
thank you indeed, Gildor Inglorion,’ said Frodo
bowing. ‘Elen sila lumenn' omentielvo, a star
shines on the hour of our meeting,’ he added in
the high elven-speech.
Be careful, friends! ’ cried Gildor laugh
ing. ‘Speak no secrets! Here is a scholar in the
Ancient Tongue. Bilbo was a good Master. Hail,
Elf-friend! ’ he said, bowing to Frodo. ‘Come
now with your friends and join our company!
You had best walk in the middle so that you may
not stray. You may be weary before we halt.’ (I,
p. 90)
star
1
elen
voice
6
om(a)

shine
2
sil

region
7
(m)en

(pres.)
3
a

road
8
tie

dark
4
lume

toward
5
nn(a)
(1st per. dual) (gen.)
9
10
lv(a)
0

E l e m e n t s # 1 t h r o u g h # 4 a r e s im ila r t o s t r u c t u r e s a n d m o r 

phemes found in the translations above. The combination of
# 4 and # 5 into “lumenn” is interesting, “lume”, of course, is
glossed as “darkness”, “night”, “gloom”, “dusk”, and “echo”,
“nna” as an allative case suffix which in the English prepostional system would translate roughly as “towards”. Therefore,
“lumenna” would mean literally “darkness towards”, certainly
an interesting kenning-type synthesis for “hour”. The elision of
the “a” in “lumenn” is probably due to pronunciation problems
with the following vowel in #6. # 6 through #10 demonstrates
how nouns in Quenya partake of a similar agglutinating fea
ture as the verbs. #6, #7, and # 8 are translated by Frodo
to be “meeting”, but literally it is the “region” of the “voiceroad” or the “region” of the “path” upon which “voices” can
be heard; that is, to be within hailing distance. # 9 is essen
tially a first person dual pronoun (which as a pronoun can be
suffixed) which is combined with #10, a genitive case ending,
producing “our (thine and mine)”, the genitive dual.
Obviously some of this is speculative; a tentative attempt
to understand what is happening in the languages of Middleearth. What will be discovered (I am sure), when more linguis
tic material is published by Christopher Tolkien, is that the
languages will be at least as complex as they have been initially
presented here. The glossary below includes the morphologi
cal elements necessary to work with Fingon’s cry at Nirnaeth
Arnoediad given above but not discussed.
Glossary
-a

Q

III:250 (pressing.); Trans. Drv.

-a-

Q S:190 (gcn.pl.); Trans. Drv.
aiya Q II:329 holy one?,hail,*ya=(that) which (is) of*; A,27;L,385

ar

Q

I:391 and; R,58;S,356

at an Q A,28 *atan=man; followers; second ones*
aure Q III,385 day (light); see ur, are; S,190,395;A,28
ant a Q S.190 passes, is passing; Trans. Drv.
-e- Q III,250 (past tense); Trans. Drv.
—

clda Q S,358 west elf, of the stars (adj); see el, edhel A,30
elen Q III, 421 west elf, elves, star; A,30; L,281
en-

Q

I.394 again, re-; R,58;A,30

i

Q

I,394 the; R,59

-l•

Q

S,190 (pi. suffix); Trans. Drv.

-i-

Q

III.250 (perfect aspect)

-ie

0

A,32

belonging to,-connected with

-is

Q A,32 many; (multiple)
lome Q 5,190 shadow, gloom, night, dusk, echo;

S,358,361;A,33;L,308
lume Q I,90
-lva Q A,33

hour, shadow; A,33
we (thee and me), (1st person dual)

men Q 5,301 way, region, direction; R,64; A,34
-nna Q A,36 to, upon, on, towards

I

-nye Q A,36
A,36
- o

(genitive)

-s

it (ace.), (3rd person singular pronoun)

Q
Q

A,38
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Chinamen was meant" denounces the Sage for thus forestalling
their "swarms". This, I think, requires no comment. Turn
them to Vietnamese or Latins and it could be written now.
At the end of the poem, the meter changes to a kind of
chant, first of imprecation, then of mercy toward Guiteau the
slayer. The nation went ahead and hanged him, though a
modern jury would probably recognize Guiteau as psychotic.
Something in the whole affair made for poetic effort and
Guiteau himself recited a deranged and dreadful elegy upon
the scaffold:
"Glory hallelujah! Glory hallelujah!
I am going to the Lord.
I saved my party and my land,
Glory hallelujah!
But they have murdered me for it,
And that is the reason I am going to the Lordy.. . ”
Poor noddy, they did murder him for it. But he hadn't saved
anything.
Oddly, the reason blistering in Guiteau’s mind, the mo
t i ve behind the shooting, was never mentioned in The Sage
of Mentor. It was ‘‘spoils", the old custom of handing out
federal jobs to political hacks regardless of merit. Garfield was
embracing reform: Guiteau was a thwarted job applicant who

had championed his election. Party factions are not the stuff
of monumental poetry and the whole matter was ignored by
The Unknown. He had immortal longings in him.
I trust this poem will be kept, by collectors and museums,
as a memento of its time and as an odd little example of an
attempt to revive mythological themes in serious literature.
The attempt failed; he brought no leaven of original fantasy
to the old materials, the times themselves were unpropitious
to such literature, and it is hard to mythologize events like
the Republican Convention of 1880, as The Unknown tried
in Canto III. But for those of us with a passion for history,
it is a reminder that what are “minor events” to us struck
contemporaries as earth-shakingly significant. Obscured and
overshadowed, Garfield was a man with a life and loves and we
need to remember that. The fortitude with which he bore his
last suffering was heroic and it’s good to be reminded that he
was mourned.
“‘Twas finished; and a silence fell once more
On the stupendous scene; and then was heard
A chorus of sweet harmonies; the door,
Gemm’d with a starry nimbus, at a word
Spoken by th ’ Invisible, wide opening,
The Sage of Mentor passed with phantom wing.”
I hope it was so.
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Such is the warmth with which both the ancients
and moderns speak of this divine principle of the
art [i.e., inspiration]; but, as I have formerly ob
served, enthusiastic admiration seldom promotes
knowledge. Though a student by such praise
may have his attention roused, and a desire ex
cited of running in this great career, yet it is
possible that what has been said to excite may
only serve to deter him. He examines his own
mind, and perceives there nothing of that divine
inspiration with which he is told so many others
have been favored. He never travelled to heaven
to gather new ideas; and he finds himself pos
sessed of no other qualification than what mere
common observation and a plain understanding
can confer. Thus he becomes gloomy amid the
splendor of figurative declamation, and thinks it
hopeless to pursue an object he supposes out of
the reach of human industry. (Reynolds, Third
Discourse)
Idea, form, and the desire to communicate: these three are
the means by which creativity works. An awareness of their
functions assists the Sub-creator in ordering his creation, and
acquiring the patience needed for mythopoesis.
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sil

Q

S.301 white flame, shine, radiate, shine with white
or silver light; see thil; A,38

tie

Q S,2G5 king, queen, noble, father, high, royal; S,364;A,39
Q A,40 road

tul

Q

A,40 come

tuv

Q

A,41

tar

find

uQ III,250 just, immediately
-uva Q R,58 (future tense); I,394;A,41;U,317

ASK YOUR LIBRARY T O SUBSCRIBE

ye

Q

III,250 behold; Trans. Dr.

